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Work Item A: Meetings & Seminars

• Is there a need for modifications?
Work Item B: Trusted Introducer

- Regular reports
- Work on Accreditation and CSIRT Maturity
- Can we make it much better?
Work Item C: Security Contact Information for Internet

- AKA IRT Object
- Now shown by default for RIPE
- How can we have it more widespread?
  - How about (more / clearer) documentation?
  - Workshops?
Work Item D: ClearingHouse for Incident Handling Tools

- Oh ...!
- Maintenance?
- Progress?
Work Item E: Training of (staff of) CSIRTs

• No doubt that TRANSITS is a success
• Evolution of existing material?
• TRANSITS II?
  • What kind of funding?
Work Item F: Assistance to Establishment of new CSIRTs

- Lots of new CSIRTs around
  - Is it coordinated, though? Is there a need for more coordination?
- Is the startup kit up-to-date?
- Mentoring scheme - is anyone participating?
Work Item G: Collaboration with FIRST and organisations in other regions

- Collaboration with FIRST exists
  - Could be better, though
- How’s the APCERT liaison?
- How about other regions?
Work Item H: RTIR

- What’s the status?
- Is the tool evolving?
- Is its documentation evolving?
- Workshops?
Work Item J: Géant 2 JRA2

• How was collaboration?

• What are the perspectives for Géant3?
Work Item K: Liaison with the European Commission

- Contacts with ENISA
- Few direct contacts with EU lately
Work Item L: Liaison with e-Coat

• e-Coat in a ‘dormant’ state?
Work Item M: Incident Handling and Security Guidelines for Grid

- We have Grid people at this meeting (at last)

- How about inviting people from EGEE?
Work Item N: Drill Exercises

• New Work Item

• How about propositions by an WG?
Work Item 0: Evaluation of New tools

- New Work Item